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ground, a portion of it passed through an ordinary fishing landing-
net with a cane handle. It completely split the handle into
ribbons and made several holes round the base of the tree. I t
passed down this wet cane handle in sufficient quantity to make
a large hole in the ground, but it did seem to not injure the beech
tree; but since the occurrence a large portion of the bark has
peeled off. When I was in the Persian Gulf I witnessed some
storms which were very interesting. We were in ordinary storms
protected by the usual means employed at sea. I should say,
usually the lightning appeared to fall from the sky to the sea;
in some instances it appeared to rise up and out of the sea and
pass upwards. Although these storms lasted for several minutes,
it is curious that although the cable was being paid out, and the
connection between it and the ship was made by a delicate
Thomson's galvanometer, we could not distinguish the slightest
tremour of the galvanometer during any part of the storm.

The meeting then adjourned.

LETTER IN CONTINUATION OF THE SUBJECT OF
THE MEETING-, 12th May, 1875.

It has occurred to me that I might, perhaps with advantage,
attempt to make more clear the meaning of the few words I ad-
dressed to our Society the other night in connection with the sub-
ject of lightning conductors, especially as I found objection taken
by one speaker to expressions used colloquially, expressions which
I am afraid must, in the present state of electrical knowledge, be
used from time to time, though they will always expose the user
to cavil.

I said I was going to advance what I feared would be received
as heretical doctrine, and my meaning was simply this. Whereas
many preceding speakers had spoken in a sense which I under-
stood to mean that the use of lightning conductors was to convey
the lightning stroke or flash to the earth, there to lose itself,— and
whereas they also seemed to think that if any obstacle intervened
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to prevent this flash which came out of the clouds from passing by
a perfect path to " earth," damage ensued from the interruption of
the lightning's peaceful progress,—I wished to suggest that the
true view of the duties of a lightning conductor was rather that it
enabled that portion of the surface of the earth with which it was in
connection to relieve itself of the tension induced upon it, and that in
fact, could an ideally perfect system of lightning conductors be
erected, a lightning flash would never be seen within the area
protected.

I am conscious that I failed to express myself $o as to be under-
stood except by a few. Subsequent conversation showed me, how-
ever, that there were some who understood me in the sense in
which I wished to be understood, which I will repeat, viz.:

The real office of a lightning conductor or protector is to relieve
the tension or strain (electric) of that portion of the earth's surface
with which it is in contact, by providing a point through (or from)
which the earth's tension (or potential) can be relieved by dis-
charge in the direction of the inducing cloud.

This I put in direct opposition to what I believe to be the current
opinion which imagines the conductor in some way catching hold
of the lightning and conducting it safely to earth; and it is this
opinion, more or less unconsciously held, I believe, which caused
us to hear so much of the return stroke.

If a flash of lightning be an electrical discharge, it is surely an
effort of nature in the direction of equilibrium, out of which I can-
not see that fresh disturbance is to arise ; in short, I cannot believe
in return strokes, but I can believe in picturing to myself and in
many ways reproduce the following conditions of things, viz. :

Two conducting bodies, A and B, separated by a non-
conducting layer, or dielectric.

One of these conducting bodies, A, becoming charged,
charges the opposing surface, B, by induction, and, speak-

ing roughly, the charge is equal and opposite to the original charge.
If now B be a perfect conductor, and I manage to place a perfect

pointed conductor C upon it, making good contact, C pointing in
the direction of A, e.g. stick a pin on the plate B, the conditions
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become modified as follows : viz. in the first place the thickness of
the dielectric is.reduced; in the second, by known effect of points,
the electric density of the system B C is greatest at the point C,
and dissipation takes place first from that point towards a corre-
sponding point C in A; but more than this, as has been asserted
by Sir W. Thomson, and as some of my experiments published in
our Journal go to prove (which are supported by others, not yet
published, by Mr. W. H. Preece,) the resisting power of dielectric
substances fails them in proportion to the electric tension or
pressure they are called upon to resist, therefore by establishing
this point of pressure C, we also, as it were, establish a line of
weakness or even we may say a leak in our condenser along the
line C C.

Many of us, I dare say, worked with condensers that were not
" tight," and they can appreciate my view of a lightning conductor
which does its work.

But of course if we put a leaky condenser near a tight one, it
does not follow that the tight one shall be effected by the leaks in
the other, so it seems to me that the leak established by a properly
working lightning conductor cannot be expected to extend over an
indefinite surface of the earth; and again, nature may not wait
to admit of this silent discharge, which I picture to myself,
would only take place under the conditions of perfection with
which I started; those who do me the honour to read this will
easily apply the limitations.

With regard to my attempted solutions of the mystery of the
broken links, it may not be altogether out of place for me to
remark that the expression made use of in the course of the night,
" mere disruptive discharge," cannot carry the weight which was
sought to be laid upon it.

Disruption or any other discharge must take place from a point
or surface of pressure to one of less pressure or of comparative
relief.

Any one accustomed to use an electric light or vacuum tubes
must be well aware that somehow or other there is an actual
mechanical transport of matter from one pole to the other; and
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those who will think upon' these things will not, I hope, be long in
coming to the conclusion at which I arrived, viz., that the links
were broken by the jar caused by the explosion of the upper part of
the mast.

The blow which affected Mr. Pidgeon and family I account for
by their being made use of to relieve the tension of the earth at the
critical moment, though whether it would have been greater or
loss had they been better conductors I should not like to assert.

If my views are right, they point to connection with the earth
being of the highest importance, so that electrical strain may be
relieved.

If good earth connections are not made, the relief and protection
afforded by a lightning conductor must evidently fall almost to in-
significance.

One result, which it appears to me might reasonably follow from
an intelligent comprehension of the nature and action of lightning
conductors, is, that the hideous spike at the top of the Duke of
York's Column might be so far cut down as no longer to be offen-
sive—'tis but a little matter, but offends the eye.

C. W. MALCOLM, Major E.E.


